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VISION STATEMENT 

The Tasmanian commercial scalefish fishery endeavours to 

harvest fish in a responsible, sustainable and profitable manner. 

Whilst providing local Tasmanian and mainland communities with 

the benefits of high quality scalefish product, regional 

employment and associated economic benefits, the 

Tasmanian scalefish industry will strive to minimise the 

impact of fishing activities on the environment through 

the adoption of world’s best practices and fishing 

technologies, as described in this Code of Practice. 

 

 

Cover photo: Fish swimming through a kelp forest. 
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Tasmanian Scalefish Fishery Code of Practice 2015 
This document sets out the best practice guidelines and standard behaviours for 

responsible fishing practices within the Tasmanian scalefish fishery.  

The document has been separated into three distinct sections. 

1) A brief overview of the Tasmanian scalefish fishery; 

2) Sector specific guidelines and practices; 

3) Generic guidelines and practices relevant to the entire scalefish fishery.  

To ensure the document remains up-to-date with best practice within an ever-changing 

environment, the Code of Practice (CoP) will be reviewed at regular intervals. 

It must be noted that the practices and guidelines described in this CoP hold no 

legislative authority. 

Objectives of the Scalefish Fishery CoP 

The key objectives of the Scalefish Fishery CoP are: 

 to identify best practices for the Tasmanian scalefish fishery; 

 to encourage industry uptake of best practices; and 

 to promote the environmental credentials of the scalefish fishery in an open and 

transparent document. 

Anticipated Outcomes 

The anticipated outcomes of the Scalefish Fishery CoP include:  

 greater selectivity for target species; 

 reduction in capture of discard and bycatch species;  

 greater protection of the marine environment; and 

 improved community understanding of how the scalefish fishery operates. 
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1. The Tasmanian Scalefish Fishery 
The Tasmanian scalefish fishery is a diverse multi-species and multi-gear fishery (see 

Table 1 for overview). The majority of scalefish caught in Tasmania is exported to the 

Sydney and Melbourne fish markets; however, a small percentage remains in the local 

Tasmanian market.  

Compared to other wild capture fisheries within Tasmania, the economic value of the 

scalefish fishery is modest and entry costs for most subsectors is considerably less than 

other wild capture fisheries (i.e. rock lobster and abalone). Regardless, the scalefish 

fishery is socially and economically important at both the regional and state level. 

The scalefish fishery is governed under the rules and regulations defined in the Living 

Marine Resources Management Act 1995, the Scalefish Management Plan, the 

Fisheries (Scalefish) Rules 2004 and any subsequent remake of these rules. For further 

legislative information contact the Department of Primary Industries, Water and 

Environment 0361653222 or visit www.dpipwe.tas.gov.au.  

  

 

Striped Trumpeter being held in storage tanks at a processor. Photo credit – Anita Paulsen 

http://www.dpiwe.tas.gov.au/
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To catch, land and sell scalefish commercially within Tasmania you must be the holder 

of a Fishing Licence (Scalefish A) or Fishing Licence (Scalefish B) or Fishing Licence 

(Scalefish C) and the holder of a Fishing Licence Personal. Each fishing licence type (e.g. 

Scalefish A, B or C) entitles the holder to use different types and amounts of fishing 

gear and to catch and retain different amounts and types of fish, as defined in the 

fishery rules. A Fishing Licence (Scalefish C) and Fishing Licence Personal cannot be 

transferred to another licence package or holder as they are classed as non-

transferable. 

The majority of fish caught in the commercial scalefish fishery is caught by holders of a 

Fishing Licence (Scalefish A or B). As of the 2013/14 year, there were 218 Fishing 

Licence (Scalefish A and B) types combined. DPIPWE indicates that 120 of these 

licences submitted catch return information during the 2013/14 year, however, 

industry suggest there are only 50 to 60 regularly active fishers in the industry. It must 

be noted that some ‘inactive’ Fishing Licence’s (scalefish A and B) are attached to 

licence packages that include either a rock lobster or a shark licence. 

A range of additional gear and species licence types can be attached to a Fishing 

Licence (Scalefish A and B) (see Table 1). Furthermore, there are a number of gear and 

location specific ‘endorsements’ applicable to the scalefish fishery. These 

endorsements are attached to an individual’s Fishing Licence Personal (see Table 1). All 

endorsements are non-transferable, with the exception of two Macquarie Harbour 

endorsements. 
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Table 1: The Tasmanian commercial scalefish fishery licence types and numbers in 2013 (most recent 

data available from DPIPWE) 

LICENCE TYPES Transferable 
No. of 
Licences 
2013 

Gear licences   

Fishing licence (scalefish A) Yes 65 

Fishing licence (scalefish B) Yes 153 

Fishing licence (scalefish C) No 73 

Additional Gear licences   

Fishing licence (beach seine A) Yes 25 

Fishing licence (beach seine B) Yes 25 

Fishing licence (purse seine net) Yes 10 

Fishing licence (small mesh gillnet) Yes 10 

Fishing licence (automatic squid jig) Yes 18 

Fishing licence (general trawl) - Danish seine No 6 

Fishing licence (limited trawl) - Danish seine No 1 

Species licences   

Fishing licence (Australian salmon) Yes 7 

Fishing licence (banded morwong) Yes 27 

Fishing licence (octopus) Yes 2 

Fishing licence (southern calamari) Yes 17 

Fishing licence (wrasse) Yes 62 

Endorsements (attached to Fishing Licence Personal)   

Endorsement (Beach seine – Tamar) No 2 

Endorsement (Beach seine – north west coast) No 2 

Endorsement (Danish seine – whiting cod-end in Derwent) No 1 

Endorsement (Dip net – Tamar) No 5 

Endorsement (Foot fisher flounder only – Pitt Water) No 2 

Endorsement (Gillnet – Frederick Henry & Norfolk Bays) No 9 

Endorsement (Gillnet – Mercury Passage) No 4 

Endorsement (Gillnet – Tamar) No 3 

Endorsement (Gillnet – Port Sorell) No 2 

Endorsement (Small mesh gillnet - north coast) No 2 

Endorsement (Unattended north coast night netting) No 12 

Endorsement (Macquarie Harbour) No 1 

Endorsement (Macquarie Harbour) Yes 2 
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2. Sector practices and guidelines 

Gillnet Fishery  

The Tasmanian gillnet fishery consists of three sub-sectors: the small mesh gillnet 

sector, the large mesh gillnet sector and the Banded Morwong sector, which also uses 

large mesh nets. The key species interacting with the gillnet fishery are identified in 

Table 2. The gillnet fishery is largely controlled by input controls, such as limited entry 

to the fishery (i.e. limited numbers of licences issued), gear restrictions (i.e. net length 

and height) and seasonal closures. Some species are also controlled by output controls 

such as trip limits and minimum size limits. The Tasmanian east coast Banded 

Morwong fishery is also managed under a quota management system.  

Gillnetting is a passive fishing method where smaller juvenile fish will generally swim 

directly though the net, large fish generally rebound off the net, and the target sizes 

are captured within the net. Mesh size, hanging ratio and fishing practices will all 

influence the size and species caught and overall environmental impact.  

Although the Southern and Eastern Scalefish and Shark Fishery (SESSF) operates in 

Tasmanian state waters, this fishery is managed by the Australian Fisheries 

Management Authority (AFMA) under Commonwealth legislation and will not be 

considered in this Code of Practice. For more information on Commonwealth 

legislation contact AFMA on 1300 723 621 or visit www.afma.gov.au.  

 

A typical gillnet system used in the Tasmanian fishery. Image courtesy of the DPIPWE webpage  

http://www.afma.gov.au/
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Table 2: Key target, byproduct and bycatch species caught within the Tasmanian gillnet fishery.  

Fishery Target Species Byproduct Bycatch 

Gillnet Small Mesh Australian Salmon 

King George Whiting 

Mullet 

Pike 

Red Mullet 

Rock Flathead 

Herring Cale  

Magpie Perch 

Parrot Fish 

Snapper 

Wrasse 

Draughtboard Shark 

Port Jackson Shark 

 

Undersize species 

Gillnet Large Mesh Australian Salmon  

Blue Warehou 

Flounder 

Magpie Perch 

Striped Trumpeter 

Wrasse 

Barracouta 

Bastard Trumpeter 
Gummy Shark 

Jackass Morwong 

Leather Jacket  

Parrot Fish 

Silver Trevally 

Draughtboard Shark 

Old Wives 

Port Jackson Shark  

 

Undersize species 

Banded Morwong Banded Morwong  

 

Bastard Trumpeter 

Blue Morwong 

Blue Warehou 

Boarfish 

Cuttlefish 

Gummy Shark 

Jackass Morwong 

Leatherjackets 

Magpie Perch 

Marble Fish 

Draughtboard Shark 

Herring Cale 

Wrasse 

 

Oversized species 
(Banded Morwong) 

Undersize species 

 

 

 

 

           

Gillnet operations in NW Tasmania.  
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Measures to minimise impact of gillnets on marine habitats 

To minimise the impact of gillnet fishing on marine habitats fishers will:  

 as a minimum, weight gillnets in line with legislative requirements or with 

additional weight to suit specific environmental conditions, such as high tidal flow; 

 set nets in a manner suited to the local environmental conditions and habitats; i.e. 

avoid setting nets in areas of strong currents; 

 make every attempt to recover gear in the unlikely scenario that gear is lost; 

 avoid areas of known bird rockeries or penguin haul-outs; and  

 follow all guidelines identified in Section 3 -Generic Practices and Guidelines. 

 

Measures to minimise impact of gillnets on the fish caught 

To minimise the impact of gillnets on target, byproduct and bycatch species, fishers 

will: 

 use mesh sizes and hang ratios that minimise bycatch, including undersize fish, i.e. 

use larger mesh sizes to reduce catches of smaller and non-target species; 

 keep soak times to a minimum to maximise survivability of the catch – e.g. Banded 

Morwong fishers have soak times <3hrs to ensure high survival of discard species 

and to ensure that fish are of maximum quality for the live fish trade; 

 quickly release all unwanted bycatch species; 

 closely monitor nets (unless exempt under special endorsement) to allow rapid 

retrieval should conditions change – e.g. increased tidal current or presence of 

seals; 

 be aware of and if practical utilise practices and technologies that reduce the 

capture and mortality of bycatch species; and 

 follow all guidelines identified in Section 3 -Generic Practices and Guidelines. 
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Jig, Hook and Line Fishery 

Southern calamari are predominately caught using rod, reel and jigs. Some calamari 

are caught by purse seine, dip netting, beach seine and spear. To catch southern 

calamari on Tasmania’s south east coast requires a specific Fishing Licence (Southern 

Calamari). The species can be caught commercially in other areas under the authority 

of a Fishing Licence (Scalefish A, B or C), as defined in the Fisheries (Scalefish) Rules 

2004. 

The most common method of hook and line fishing is the dropline, longline and 

handline methods, although some trolling does occur. These methods of fishing are 

allowed under the authority of a Fishing Licence (Scalefish A, B or C). 

The key species interacting with the jig, hook and line fisheries are identified in Table 3.  

 
Table 3 The key target, byproduct and bycatch species caught within the jig, hook and line fishery. 

Fishery Target Species Byproduct Bycatch 

Rod and reel - jigging Southern Calamari  Gould’s Squid 

Flathead (rare) 

Wrasse (rare) 

Draughtboard Shark 

 

Undersize species 

Dropline Blue Eye Trevalla 

Pink Ling 

Shark 

Striped Trumpeter 

Barracouta 

Big Perch 

Conga Eels 

Undersize species 

Long-line Flathead 

Shark 

Striped Trumpeter 

Snapper Draughtboard Shark  

Stingrays 

 

Undersize species 

Hand Line Flathead 

Striped Trumpeter 

Wrasse 

 

Australian Salmon 

Barracouta 

Leatherjackets 

Rock Cod 

Trumpeter 

 

Undersize target 
species (Wrasse & 
Striped trumpeter 

Undersize species 

Trolling Australian Salmon 

Barracouta 

Pike 

Tuna 

Yellowtail Kingfish 

Squid Barracouta 

 

Undersize species 
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Measures to minimise impact of jig, hook and line fishing on marine habitats 

To minimise the impact of jig, hook and line fishing on marine habitats and other users, 

commercial fishers will:  

 avoid trolling in regions where kelp beds reach the surface; 

 set and retrieve long/drop lines in a manner that minimises bottom movement; 

 make every attempt to recover gear in the unlikely scenario that gear is lost; and 

 follow all guidelines identified in Section 3 -Generic Practices and Guidelines. 

 

Measures to minimise impact of jig, hook and line fishing on fish caught 

To minimise the impact of jig, hook and line fishing on target, byproduct and bycatch 

species, fishers will: 

 monitor for seal activity prior to commencing fishing operations; 

 quickly release all unwanted bycatch species;  

 keep long/drop line soak times to a minimum to improve the survivability of fish 

caught; 

 closely monitor long/drop lines to allow rapid retrieval should conditions change, – 

e.g. increased tidal current or presence of a seal; and 

 follow all guidelines identified in Section 3 -Generic Practices and Guidelines. 

  

 

Southern calamari. Courtesy of the DPIPWE web page 
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Seine Fishery 

The three key seine fishery practices in the Tasmanian scalefish fishery are: beach 

seine, Danish seine and purse Seine. 

Beach Seine Fishery   

Beach seine operations are conducted from the shore, and incorporates the setting 

and retrieval of a net, generally by hand (see Figure 1). Table 4 identifies the key 

target, byproduct and bycatch species caught in the beach seine fishery. 

 

 

Figure 1: A typical beach seine net. Courtesy of the DPIPWE web page 

 

Table 4: The key target, bycatch species caught within the Beach seine fishery 

Target Species Byproduct Bycatch 

Australian Salmon 
Garfish 
Mackerel 
 

Blue Warehou  
Flathead 
Flounder 
Mackerel 
Mullet  
Pike 
Southern Calamari 
Whiting 

Toadfish 
 
Undersize species 
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Measures to minimise impact of beach seine operations on marine habitats 

To minimise the impact of beach seine fishing on marine habitats fishers will:  

 if practicable, conduct beach seine operations on clean sandy habitats;  

 minimise vehicle activity to suitable areas of the beach; and 

 follow all guidelines identified in Section 3 -Generic Practices and Guidelines. 

 

Measures to minimise impact of beach seining on fish caught 

To minimise the impacts of beach seine operations on target, byproduct and bycatch 

species, fishers will: 

 use mesh sizes best suited to minimising bycatch species, notably use larger mesh 

sizes to reduce catches of smaller and non-target species; 

 sort target, byproduct and bycatch species in a suitable depth of water to maximise 

survival; 

 quickly release all unwanted fish; 

 closely monitor nets to allow rapid retrieval should conditions change – e.g. 

increased tidal current or presence of seals; 

 be aware of and if practical utilise practices and technologies that reduce the 

capture and mortality of bycatch species; and 

 follow all guidelines identified in Section 3 -Generic Practices and Guidelines. 
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Danish Seine Fishery  

Danish seine vessels have been operating in Tasmanian waters since the mid 1930’s 

and the method used today is largely unchanged. Danish seining incorporates the 

setting of a net by vessel. The fishery typically operates close to shore in 15 – 90 

metres of water and on flat sandy bottom, however, there are significant area 

restrictions in some regions.  

The Danish seine fishing gear is very light and does not plough into the bottom, but 

rather skips over the substrate, scaring and herding fish into the net. No otter boards 

are used with Danish seines. Due to the light nature of the fishing gear, reefs are 

avoided by the operators. The whole Danish seine operation takes about 1 hour. 

Table 5 identifies the key target and bycatch species caught by the Danish seine 

fishery.  

 

Table 5: Key target and bycatch species caught by the Danish seine fishery 

Target Species Byproduct Bycatch 

School Whiting 
Tiger Flathead 

Gurnard Undersize species 

 

 

   
The two species typically caught in the Tasmanian Danish seine fishery,  

School Whiting (left) and Tiger Flathead (right) Courtesy of the DPIPWE web page 
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Measures to minimise impact of Danish seining on marine habitats 

To minimise Danish seine fishing impacts on marine habitats, fishers will:  

 make every attempt to recover gear in the unlikely scenario that gear is lost; and 

 follow all guidelines identified in Section 3 -Generic Practices and Guidelines. 

 

Measures to minimise impact of Danish seining on fish caught 

To minimise the impacts of Danish seine fishing on target, byproduct and bycatch 

species fishers will: 

 quickly release all unwanted bycatch species; 

 be aware of and if practical utilise practices and technologies, that reduce the 

capture and mortality of bycatch species; and 

 follow all guidelines identified in Section 3 -Generic Practices and Guidelines. 

 

     

Retrieving a Danish seine net (right), hauling in the catch (centre), and a catch of Southern 

School Whiting (right). Note that there is very little bycatch. Courtesy of the DPIPWE web page. 
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Purse Seine Fishery  

Purse seining is conducted from a vessel. It is a method of fishing that captures 

schooling pelagic fish, whereby an area of water is surrounded by a net set at the 

surface. The net is then ‘pursed’ together at the base to enclose that area from 

beneath. Table 6 identifies the key target, byproduct and bycatch species caught by 

the Purse seine fishery.  

Table 6: Key target and bycatch species caught by the Purse seine fishery. 

Target Species Byproduct Bycatch 

Garfish 

Mackerel 

Southern Calamari 

Flathead 

Redbait 

 

Toadfish 

Undersize target and 
non-target species 

 

Measures to minimise impact of purse seining on marine habitats 

To minimise purse seine fishing impacts on marine habitats fishers will:  

 make every attempt to recover gear in the unlikely scenario that gear is lost; and 

 follow all guidelines identified in Section 3 -Generic Practices and Guidelines. 

 

Measures to minimise impact of purse seining on the fish caught 

To minimise the impacts of purse seining on target, byproduct and bycatch species, 

fishers will: 

 use mesh sizes best suited to minimising bycatch species, notably use larger mesh 

sizes to reduce catches of smaller and non-target species if practical. 

 quickly release all unwanted bycatch species; 

 closely monitor nets to allow rapid retrieval should conditions change – e.g. 

increased currents or presence of seals; 

 be aware of and if practical utilise practices and technologies that reduce the 

capture and mortality of bycatch species; and 

 follow all guidelines identified in Section 3 -Generic Practices and Guidelines. 
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Other Scalefish Methods 

Some commercial fishers in Tasmania use a variety of different shaped and sized fish 

traps, depending on the fishers’ preference and the target species. The trap fishery is 

mainly controlled by input methods, notably the number of traps a commercial fisher 

is permitted to use. 

Some spear fishing for flounder and dip netting for garfish is also conducted, but with 

minimal effort and negligible impact on marine habitats.  

Table 7 identifies the key target, byproduct and bycatch species within the trap, spear 

and dipnet fisheries. 

 
Table 7: The key target and bycatch species caught within the trap, spear and dipnet fisheries. 

 

Male (left) and female (right) Blue Throat Wrasse. Courtesy of the DPIPWE web page.   

Other Scalefish 
Methods 

Target Species Byproduct Bycatch 

Traps Blue Throat Wrasse 

Leather Jackets 

Purple Wrasse 

Leather Jackets 

 

Undersize target and 
no-target species 

Spear fishery Flounder 

Octopus 

Southern Calamari 

N/A N/A 

Dipnet Garfish 

Southern Calamari 

mixed fish 

N/A Undersize target and 
no-target species 
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Measures to minimise impacts of trap, spear and dipnet fishing on marine habitats 

To minimise fishing impacts of trap, spear and dipnet fishing on marine habitats fishers 

will:  

 avoid scouring the bottom with dipnets; 

 as a minimum, weight traps in line with legislative requirements or have additional 

weight to suit specific environmental conditions i.e. high tidal flow areas; 

 set traps in a manner suited to the local environmental conditions and habitats i.e. 

avoid setting traps in areas of strong currents if practicable;  

 make every attempt to recover gear in the unlikely scenario that gear is lost; and 

 follow all guidelines identified in Section 3 -Generic Practices and Guidelines. 

 

Measures to minimise impacts of trap, spear and dipnet fishing on fish caught 

To minimise fishing impacts of trap, spear and dipnet fishing on target, byproduct and 

bycatch species, fishers will: 

 quickly release all unwanted bycatch species; 

 closely monitor fishing gear to allow rapid retrieval should conditions change – e.g. 

currents or presence of seals; 

 be aware of and if practical utilise practices and technologies, that reduce the 

capture and mortality of bycatch species; and 

 follow all guidelines identified in Section 3 -Generic Practices and Guidelines. 

 

Southern Garfish. Courtesy of the DPIPWE web page. 
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Live Fish Capture 

Operators who are targeting fish for the live fish trade will need to store their fish live 

on board their fishing vessel. To maximise fish quality fishers will:  

 store fish at acceptable and suitable stocking densities; 

 regularly transfer water in the storage areas, and if possible have a system of 

continuous circulation; and 

 closely monitor holding tank temperature during warmer months and take 

actions to avoid temperature stress as required (e.g. chill holding tanks and/or 

increase circulation). 
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3. Generic Practices and Guidelines 

This section of the Scalefish Fishery Code of Practice identifies practices that all 

scalefish operators will follow.  

 

General Boating and Fishing Operations 

To minimise the impact of fishing and boating operations on marine habitats and other 

marine user’s fishers will:  

 avoid anchoring over more fragile habits, such as seagrass beds; 

 avoid fishing shallow waters containing more fragile habitats, such as seagrass 

beds;  

 tilt motors to avoid the propellers scarring benthic habitats in shallow waters; and 

 when practical, minimise or avoid fishing interactions with recreational fishers. 

 

Animal Welfare 

To maximise the welfare and minimise stress on fish, operators will: 

 use capture methods designed to minimise harm to target and non-target 

species to maximise fish welfare; 

 kill target and byproduct species in a rapid and human way; 

 return all bycatch species to the water as soon as practical 
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Food Safety and Handling  

To ensure that fish are safe for human consumption, operators will abide by the 

Tasmanian Commercial Scalefish Fishery Food Safety System, in particular:  

 bring catch under temperature control (less than 50C) as soon as practical or as 

environmental conditions and species requirements dictate; 

 not sell any fish where quality has been compromised and/or fish have been 

damaged to an extent that compromises human consumption;  

 ensure that the vessel, facilities and equipment are maintained at a hygienic and 

sterile standard as required.  

Marine Pests 

To minimise the spread of Marine Pest operators will: 

 familiarise themselves with the marine pests within Tasmania. A full list of 

Marine Pest and their distribution can be located on the DPIPWE website at 

http://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/conservation/coastal-and-marine-environment/the-

marine-environment/marine-pests/pest-identification 

 dispose of biological waste onshore as per council and/or state government 

requirements;  

 ensure all gear – i.e. nets, boats and trailers are thoroughly washed and dried 

prior to relocation to a new fishing ground; 

 release all unwanted bycatch and water as close as possible to the capture site; 

 follow the National Biofouling Management Guide for Commercial Vessels;  

 follow The National Systems for the Prevention and Management of Marine Pest 

Incursions guidelines “Keeping marine Pest out of our fishing Grounds” for 

vessels and trailers; and 

 report any Marine Pest sightings of significance to the DPIPWE marine pest 

hotline – 1300 368 550. 

http://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/conservation/coastal-and-marine-environment/the-marine-environment/marine-pests/pest-identification
http://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/conservation/coastal-and-marine-environment/the-marine-environment/marine-pests/pest-identification
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Marine Pollution 

To protect the marine environment and prevent waste from entering the marine 

environment operators will: 

 remove all bait straps prior to loading of vessel; 

 retain all wastes on the vessel (i.e. do not dispose of over the side); 

 if time permits make attempts to remove marine debris found during fishing 

voyage (or report to someone); 

 comply with The International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from 

Ships (MARPOL 73/76); and 

 report any significant environmental pollution to the Environmental Protection 

Agency 1800 005 171 (24 hrs, 7 days ). 

Threatened, Endangered and Protected Species (TEPs) 

To minimise interactions with TEPs, operators will:  

 familiarise themselves with key threatened and endangered species as describe 

under the EPBC Act 1999 and Threatened Species Act 1999; 

 not commence and/or will cease fishing activities if there are significant 

numbers of TEPs in the area or there are very close interactions; 

 set fishing gear in ways that avoid entanglements with marine mammals – e.g. 

avoid excessive slack in rope on the surface of the water; 

 minimise practices that can attract TEPS to fishing grounds and/or fishing boats 

– e.g. avoid disposing biological waste over the side of the vessel during fishing 

activities; 

 only use bean shot deterrents if they are endorsed to do so and in accordance 

with the conditions of the permit as issued by DPIPWE;  
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 release in a careful manner and as soon as possible any TEPs that is caught in 

fishing gear; and  

 record / report all interactions with TEPs – noting that it is not an offence to 

have and interaction but it is an offence not to record and/or report. 

 

To report an injured, entangled or dead threatened species or marine mammal 

contact:  

Marine Conservation Program (Whales, dolphins, birds and seals)  

0427 942 537 (0427 WHALES) 

For all other threatened species  

Threatened Species Unit - 03 6233 8759 

Bird and other Animal Interactions  

To minimise interactions with birds and other animals, fishers will:  

 be familiar with species which frequent the area;  

 if launching a vessel or operating on beach, be aware of nesting and feeding 

sites of migratory birds and resident shore birds; 

 where possible avoid all interactions with other species; and  

 be familiar with the Tasmanian Seabird Identification Guide (provided by TSIC). 
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Glossary of Terms  
The terminology used in this Code of Practice (CoP) has been adopted from the Status 

of Australian Fisheries Stocks Reports produced by the Australian Bureau of 

Agricultural and Resource Economics and Sciences (ABARES). 

Target Species or  

Key Commercial 

Species 

A species that is, or has been, specifically targeted and is, or 

has been, a significant component of a fishery. 

Byproduct  A species taken incidentally in a fishery during fishing for 

another species. The species is retained for sale because it has 

some commercial value. 

Discarding (Discard 

Species) 

 

Any part of the catch that is returned to the sea, whether 

dead or alive. 

Bycatch 

 

A species that is (a) incidentally taken in a fishery and returned 

to the sea, or (b) incidentally affected by interacting with 

fishing equipment in the fishery, but not taken 

Input Controls 

 

Management measures that place restraints on who fishes 

(licence limitations), where they fish (closed areas), when they 

fish (closed seasons) or how they fish (gear restrictions). 

Output Controls 

 

Management measures that place restraints on what is 

caught, including total allowable catch, quota, size limits and 

species. 

 


